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Abstract
We discuss the two- and three-point functions of the SO(5) R-current of the (2,0) tensor
multiplet in d = 6, using AdS/CFT correspondence as well as a free eld realization. The results
obtained via AdS/CFT correspondence coincide with the ones from a free eld calculation up
to an overall 4N3 factor. This is the same factor found recently in studies of the two- and
three-point functions of the energy momentum tensor in the (2,0) theory. We also connect our
results to the trace anomaly in d = 6 in the presence of external vector elds and briefly discuss
their implications.
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Correlation functions of conserved currents carry important information for a quantum eld
theory. In the case of AdS/CFT correspondence [1], their study has unveiled important proper-
ties of the boundary CFT. Particular examples are studies of the two- and three-point functions
of the energy momentum tensor [2, 4, 5] and also of the two- and three-point functions of con-
served vector currents [6, 7]. These have provided important tests, both for the AdS/CFT
correspondence and also for the non-renormalization properties of N = 4 SYM in d = 4. Re-
cently, there has been a growing interest for the study of AdS/CFT correspondence in diverse
dimensions, such as AdS4=7/CFT3=6, which are connected with M2/M5 branes respectively. The
two- and three-point functions of the energy momentum tensor have been recently discussed in
both the above cases [4, 5]. Such studies are of particular interest as the boundary CFTs are not
well understood. Our aim here is to extent the results of [4, 5] for the (2,0) multiplet in d = 6
by discussing the two- and three-point functions of the SO(5) R-current of the theory, both via
AdS7/CFT6 correspondence and also using a free eld realization.
It is well known [8] that the general structure of two- and three-point functions in a CFT is
xed by conformal invariance up to a number of constants. Let J(x) = JA (x)T
A,  = 1; ::; d
be a general conserved current. In the case when J(x) corresponds to the R-current of the
boundary CFTd obtained via AdSd+1/CFTd correspondence, TA are the Lie algebra generators
of the isometry group of the sphere resulting from the compactication of the corresponding
M/IIB theory on AdSd+1  S(10=9−d). Then, from conformal invariance we can write in the
(flat) boundary theory [8]
hJA (x)JB (y)i = AB
C(d)V




hJA (x)JB (y)JC (z)i =
fABC
(x− y)d−2(x− z)d−2(y − z)d








+ B(d) (X +X −X) ;
where fABC are the Lie algebra structure constants in the representation carried by the currents.
The constants C(d)V , A(d) and B(d) are important parameters of the boundary CFTd. We are inter-
ested both in the strong coupling as well as in the free eld theory values of these parameters. The
strong coupling values follow from AdSd+1/CFTd correspondence 3 and have been obtained in





idxi), with i = 1; ::; d:
and x^ = (x0; xi). The boundary of this space is isomorphic to S
d since it consists of Rd at x0 = 0 and a single
point at x0 = 1.
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The crucial strong coupling information provided by (3), (4) and (5) is, apart from the value of




A similar discussion has been presented in [4] for the parameters involved in the two- and




; A(5) = 2
4g2SG5






; A(7) = 72
6g2SG7
; B(7) = 108
26g2SG7
: (9)
The values given in (8) correspond to the large-N , large-g2Y MN limit (with gYM the gauge
coupling), of the N = 4, d = 4 SU(N) SYM, while the ones given in (9), presumably, to the
strong coupling limit of the (2,0), d = 6 selfdual tensor multiplet.
We can calculate the values of the parameters above using a free eld realization of the
corresponding theories. To obtain the free eld (one loop), contributions to these parameters
from general scalar and fermion currents with a global symmetry group we follow [8] and dene
the composite vector current
JA = ’T
A
' @’+  T
A
























= −C AB : (12)




























Here (TrI ) is the dimension of the spinors forming the current (10). Note that the constants
(13)-(15) depend not directly on the number of modes but on the representations of the global
symmetry group under which the scalars and fermions in the theory transform. It is easy to
see that the above free eld values satisfy the conformal Ward identity (6). Let us then try
to reproduce the strong coupling AdS results (8) and (9) using the above free eld values. As
we have mentioned, the important condition to be satised is (7), since the Ward identity (6)
implies that the overall normalization of C(d)V , A(d) and B(d) is the same. Substituting then (14)
and (15) into (7) we obtain
C' = C (TrI ) : (16)
This can be interpreted as a selection rule for the free eld multiplets.
Next, using (10)-(15) we can easily evaluate the free eld values C(d)V , A(d) and B(d) for
the cases of interest to us, namely N = 4 SYM in d = 4 with R-symmetry group SU(4) and
(2; 0) selfdual tensor multiplet in d = 6 with R-symmetry group SO(5). In both cases we have
contributions from scalars and chiral fermions.4 In the case of N = 4 SYM in d = 4 the
scalar bosons are in the antisymmetric 6 representation of SU(4) and the chiral fermions in the
fundamental representation of SU(4). We then obtain
















Note that the selection rule (16) is satised. For comparison with the results from AdS5/CFT4







where N is the number of coincident D3-branes. This value can also be obtained from the
dimensional reduction of IIB supergravity on AdS5 S5 and the dependence of the radius of S5









= N2 : (20)
4Note that vector elds do not contribute to C(d)V , A(d) and B(d) in d = 4 [8].
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The overall factor N2 can be recognized as the large-N value of the dimension of the adjoint
representation of SU(N) carried by all elds of N = 4 SU(N) SYM theory. The same N2
overall factor is obtained in studies of the parameters involved in the two- and three-point
functions of the energy momentum tensor in N = 4 SYM in d = 4 [2, 3]. The result (20) has
been also obtained in [6, 7]. It essentially implies that the quantities C(4)V , A(4) and B(4) are
not renormalized as one goes from the weak (free elds) to the strong coupling regime of the
theory[13].
Next we perform the same calculation for the (2; 0) supermultiplet in d = 6. The scalar elds
are realized here as antisymmetric traceless spin-tensors in the spinor space of the R-symmetry
group SO(5)  Sp(4). Namely,
ij = −ji; Ωijij = 0; i; j = 1; 2; 3; 4 ; (21)
where Ωij is the symplectic (ΩT = −Ω) invariant tensor of Sp(4). The spinors of the (2; 0)
supermultiplet form a symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinor as
 i =  jΩji; (TrI ) = 4 : (22)
From these elds we can construct the R-current as follows 5
Jab = 
ikT abik;jl@
jl +  itabij γ 










γabij Ωkl − γabkjΩil + γabklΩij − γabil Ωkj

; (24)
C = 2; C = 8 : (25)
Note that the selection rule (16) is again satised. Using then (13)-(15) and (21)-(25) we can











As before, we can compare the above free eld values with the ones obtained via AdS7/CFT6
correspondence in (9), if we substitute for 1=g2SG7 the value obtained from the 11-dimensional

















= 4N3 : (28)






The overall factor 4N3 is the same with the one found in studies of the two- and three-point
functions of the energy momentum tensor [4].
An important property of the parameters which appear in two- and three-point functions
of conserved currents (in even dimensions), is that they are intimately connected to the trace
anomaly of the theory in the presence of external sources. For the (2,0) multiplet in d = 6, such






 (x) : (29)
Conservation of the R-current means that the external eld is dened up to a gauge trans-
formation Aab (x)  Aab (x) + @ab(x). The R-current is in the supermultiplet of conserved
currents, which also includes the energy momentum tensor [12]. Therefore, we can consider a
supersymmetric introduction of the external source Aab (x), if we view the latter as a component
of a general d = 6 background supereld which also includes an external gravitational eld.
Similar considerations were presented in [13] in the case of four-dimensional theories. Then, a
simple extension of the results in [8] allows us to connect all three constants C(d)V , A(d) and B(d)
to the trace anomaly of the (2,0) theory in d = 6 in the presence of external vector elds. The
general idea underlying such a connection is that the external trace anomaly is tied to the short
distance singularities of the renormalized n-point functions. In the case of interest here, we can






















The subscript R in the rst line of (30) denotes the renormalized n-point functions which depend
on the arbitrary mass parameter . Taking suitable functional derivatives of (30) with respect
to Aab (x) we can, in principle, connect the parameters which appear in the two- and three-point
functions of Jab (x) with the possible terms in the trace anomaly.
The general structure of the conformal anomaly in d = 6 in the presence of external vector
elds can be obtained following considerations similar to the ones used in the classication of
conformal anomalies in the presence external gravitational elds [11]. In the flat space limit and
up to total derivatives there exist only two independent gauge and scale invariant contributions
to the external trace anomaly. Here we choose to parametrize the anomaly as
hT  (x)i = V F ab;  F cd;  F pq;  fab;cd;pq + V @F ab @F ab;  : (31)
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It is easy to see that only the second term on the r.h.s. of (31) contributes to the two-point
function in (30). To proceed we need the renormalized, -dependent expression for the two-
point function (1) in d = 6. This is equivalent to obtaining the renormalized expression for
the non-integrable singularity 1=x8 as x ! 0. The latter is accomplished by the substitution
















4kΓ(k + 1)Γ(12d+ k)
Sd(@2)k(d)(x) : (32)








where to get the last equality we have used (9) and (27). The result (33) combined with (28)
implies that the trace anomaly coecient V is non-renormalized as we go from the weak (free
elds) to the strong coupling regime of the (2,0) multiplet in d = 6 (up to an overall factor 4N3).
Following the same reasoning as above, one expects on general grounds that the properly
renormalized three-point function (2) involves certain additional ultralocal structures (e.g. prod-
ucts of delta functions), which are proportional to the two parameters A(6) and B(6). This would
lead, through (30), to a certain linear relationship between A(6), B(6) and the coecient of the
conformal anomaly V .6 A proper analysis of the short-distance singularities in three-point
functions will not be attempted here as it is signicantly more complicated and has only be
achieved in simple cases [8]. Nevertheless, the above arguments imply that the expected rela-
tionship between A(6), B(6) and aV , which would follow from such an analysis, should hold both
in the strong and the weak coupling regimes of the relevant CFT. If then, as we have shown
in (28), the relative scale between A(6) and B(6) is the same both in the strong and the weak
coupling regimes of the (2,0) multiplet in d = 6, we conclude that the coecient V remains
also the same in both the strong and the weak coupling regimes of the theory (up to the overall
factor 4N3).
Concluding, we have shown the agreement of the free eld theory and AdS7/CFT6 results
for the parameters appearing in the two- and three-point functions of the R-symmetry current
of the (2,0) multiplet in d = 6, up to an overall 4N3 factor. The same factor was found in
studies of the two- and three-point functions of the energy momentum tensor. Moreover, we
6Note that only the rst term on the r.h.s. of (31) contributes to the three-point function in (30). Similar
arguments have been used to connect the external trace anomalies to the parameters in the two- and three-point
functions of the energy momentum tensor [8, 5].
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argued that such a result implies that the coecients of the trace anomaly in the presence of
external sources for the R-currents are non-renormalized up to the same overall 4N3 factor.
The trace anomaly is in the same supermultiplet as the R-current anomaly. In the case of
N = 4 SYM in d = 4, the Adler-Bardeen theorem protects the latter from being renormalized
leading to a non-renormalization theorem for the external trace anomaly [13]. In the case of
the (2,0) multiplet in d = 6, it was found in [5] that some part of the external trace anomaly -
the part proportional to the six-dimensional Euler density - does renormalize as one goes from
the weak to the strong coupling regime. In view of such a result, a better understanding of the
renormalization properties of the (2,0) multiplet in d = 6 is required. This may be achieved by
studies of the R-current anomaly (see [15] for a recent work), using also the approach developed
here. Studies of the R-currents in CFTs obtained via AdS4/CFT3 correspondence are also of
great interest, however the absence of a trace anomaly there might lead to less transparent
results.
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